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Objective:  After studying this chapter, you will be able to list the 
important safety rules for the auto shop. 

Auto Shop Layout 
1.  List the four (4) primary areas found in a typical auto shop?     
                    
2. The shop    is a small work area to park a vehicle to be worked on. 
3. There are four essential rules to observe when using a vehicle lift: 
     A.             
     B.             
     C.             
     D.             
4. A vehicle being coming onto the vehicle hoist should be driven very    and  
               . 
5. A secure place to store special shop equipment and supplies is the      
             . 
6. The    room is a place for training, demonstrations, other technician  
     training events. 

Shop Safety 
7. Most shop-related accidents occur because      were not observed. 
8. When working in the auto shop, you must look for    work habits or   
         . 
9. When working in the auto shop, you must always be aware of the other technicians  
     because             
10. List eight (8) potential hazards found in an auto shop: A.     
      B.    C.   D.   E.    
      F.    G.    I.       

Types of Accidents 
11. List six of the most preventable injuries to happen in an auto shop: 
      A.    B.    C.     
      D.    E.    F.     
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12. What is the first thing you should do if an accident or injury happens in the auto  
        shop?              . 
13. Of all the flammable materials found in typical auto shop,    is the most  
       dangerous. 
14. When handling or transporting an automobile air bag, always point the metal body 
            and    from your body. 
15. Technicians should wear a     when working around airborne  
        particulates. 
16. The   wire on electric power tools prevents electrical injury to the operator. 
17. A technician should always lift with the    and not the    . 
18. To safely handle toxic, caustic, or corrosive materials a technician should wear: 
A.   B.  C.  D.   E.    

 General Safety Rules 
19. A technician should always wear     when working in the auto  
      shop. 
20. Shop tools should never be carried in your     . 
21.    is often found in brake and clutch dust and is known to cause     
22. List three (3) safety issues to remember when working around running engines: 
 A.      B.      
 C.      
23. Never work under a vehicle not supported by     . 
24. The       can turn on automatically on some cars, even when  
        the key is turned off. 
25. When should the shop ventilation fan be turned on?      
                                       . 


